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To Charlie Colbourn and Alex Rosa on the occasion of their round birthdays
Abstract. In this paper we are interested in the following question: Given an arbitrary
Steiner triple system S on m vertices and any 3-uniform hypertree T on n vertices, is it
necessary that S contains T as a subgraph provided m ě p1` µqn? We show the answer
is positive for a class of hypertrees and conjecture that the answer is always positive.
§1. Introduction
The well-known Tree Packing Conjecture of Gyárfás and Lehel ([5]) states that any
arbitrary set of trees T2, T3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Tm where tree Ti has order i can be packed into the
complete graph Km. This conjecture remains open despite many partial results since its
statement in 1976. One such result by Bollobás ([2]) shows that any arbitrary set of trees
T2, T3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ts can be packing into Km when 3 ď s ă m?2 .
Inspired by this conjecture, Peter Frankl (personal communication) asked a similar
question regarding hypertrees and Steiner triple systems. A hypertree is a connected,
simple 3-uniform hypergraph in which every two vertices are joined by a unique path. Note
that any hypertree must have odd order, and in particular any hypertree with size s has
order 2s ` 1. A Steiner triple system is a 3-uniform hypergraph in which every pair of
vertices is contained in exactly one edge.
Question 1.1 (Frankl). What is the largest value of s so that any s hypertrees T3, T5, T7, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T2s`1
can be packed into any Steiner triple system S on m vertices?
Clearly s ď m´12 , since no hypertree can have order greater than that of S. A greedy
argument easily yields that any hypertree with at most m`14 edges (and thus
m`3
2 vertices)
can be embedded into any S. Following from this, Frankl showed using a method similar
to [2] that if s “ m`14 , then any s hypertrees T3, T5, T7, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T2s`1 can be packed into any
S on m vertices. It is however less clear how to embed larger trees.
This paper then is motivated by the following question:
Key words and phrases. hypergraph, tree, Steiner Triple System.
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Question 1.2. Given a Steiner triple system S on m vertices and a hypertree T on 2s` 1
vertices with 2s` 1 ă m vertices, can one find T in S as a subhypergraph?
For convenience let n “ 2s` 1 be the order of T . One can find examples of pairs T and
S showing that if n equals m then the answer is negative. For example, for s ě 3 let T be
the hypertree with edges tu, vi, wiu for 1 ď i ď s´ 1 and also the edge tw1, x, yu. One can
easily observe that T is not in any Steiner triple system S on 2s` 1 vertices. In fact even
assuming only that n ă m may likely not be sufficient to guarantee the embedding of any
hypertree on n vertices into any Steiner triple system with m vertices. Consequently we
start with the following more modest conjecture.
Conjecture 1.3. Given µ ą 0, there exists n0 “ n0pµq such that if n ą n0, T is any
hypertree on n vertices, and S is any Steiner triple system on m ě np1` µq vertices, then
T is a subhypergraph of S.
Note that if hypertree T is replaced by a matching the analogous result is true – in
other words, every Steiner triple system contains an almost perfect matching. Various
generalizations of this fact are known and we mention some in Section 5.
Unfortunately we are unable to resolve even this Conjecture 1.3 and will address a
specific case only. Here we consider a special class of trees.
Definition 1.4. A subdivision tree T is a hypertree in which each edge contains a vertex
of degree one.
Equivalently, T can be obtained from a graph tree T 1 by subdividing each edge tx, yu of
T 1 by a vertex zxy and setting
V pT q “ V pT 1q Y tzxy, tx, yu P EpT 1qu
EpT q “ ttx, y, zxyu, tx, yu P EpT 1qu.
We say that a hypertree T has bounded degree d if no vertex of T has degree greater
than d.
Theorem 1.5 (Main Theorem). For any d P Z` and any µ ą 0 such that 1
d
" µ, there
exists n0 “ n0pd, µq such that for all odd n ą n0, any subdivistion tree T on n vertices
with bounded degree d is a subhypergraph of any Steiner triple system S on m ě p1` µqn
vertices.
We will divide the proof into four parts. First, we will decompose the hypertree T into
smaller subhypertrees by removing some edges in the shape of stars and some isolated
vertices. The vast majority of V pT q will be contained in the subhypertrees after the
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decomposition. We will keep track of which stars we remove while decomposing T so that
we can restore them later. Second, we will show that given a set of at most d vertices
in the Steiner triple system S, we can find many stars in S that all contain the vertices
but that are otherwise pairwise disjoint. These stars in S are the candidates for where to
eventually embed the stars we removed from T in part 1. Third, we will fix a subset of the
vertices of S, called the reservoir. The reservoir is where the isolated vertices from part
one will eventually be embedded. Lastly, we will embed the subhypertrees from part one
into the Steiner triple system S, though we will avoid using the reservoir. Then we will
use the reservoir to embed the isolated vertices and stars removed in part one.
The constants used in the proof of Theorem 1.5 follow the following hierarchy.
1 ą 1
d
" µ "  " 1
k
" 1
t
ą 1
k3k "
1
l
" 1
n
ą 1
m
, (1.1)
where d, µ, n, and m are as stated in the theorem and the others are defined when needed.
The reader may think about the constants d, µ, , k, and t as being fixed while l, n, and
m are tending together to infinity.
§2. Decomposing the Hypertree
We will decompose T into a set P of subhypertrees because the smaller hypertrees will be
simpler to embed into S. In the proof of Theorem 1.5 we will describe how the embedded
subhypertrees can be reassembled to form a copy of T in S.
We will need the following definition throughout this paper.
Definition 2.1. A star S in a 3-uniform hypergraph G is a set of edges tvi, wi, uu P EpGq,
1 ď i ď c “ degGpuq. All vertices vi, wi, u, 1 ď i ď c must be distinct, so that any two
edges intersect precisely at u, which we call the center of the star.
The following lemma describes the result of the decomposition process.
Lemma 2.2. Let T be any subdivison tree on n vertices with bounded degree d ! n,
and let k be any integer with d ! k ! n. Then there exists a system E of e stars
Ej “ ttvj,i, wj,i, uju, 1 ď i ď degpujqu Ă EpT q, for j “ 1, . . . , e, such that by removing all
of the edges of the stars from T , T is decomposed into
‚ a set I of isolated vertices, and
‚ a set P of l subhypertrees
with the following properties.
(1) k ě |V pP q|, for any P P P.
(2)
´
2d2
k
¯
n ě |I|.
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(3) |I| ě |P | “ l
(4) l ě |E | “ e
(5) l ě n
k`3 .
(6) I “ Ťej“1twj,1, wj,2, . . . , wj,degpujq, uju, and vj,i R I for all i, j.
Note 2.3. Some of the subhypertrees in P may contain just a single vertex, but for technical
reasons they will still be considered as elements of P and not of I.
Before we prove Lemma 2.2, we introduce some terminology. We fix some vertex of
degree at least 2 to be the root of T . We say two vertices are adjacent if they belong to the
same edge of T . Define a leaf on T to be any degree-one vertex that is adjacent to another
degree-one vertex. Borrowing the terminology of a family tree, for a vertex v of T , we say
that the father of v is the neighbor of v that lies on the path from v to the root. Likewise,
we say that a son of v is any neighbor of v whose path to the root passes through v. Note
that the root has no father and leaf vertices have no sons. Define a branch of T to be a
sequence tbhuLh“1 of vertices in T where b1 is the root, bh`1 is a son of bh, and bL is a leaf.
We say that the progeny of a vertex v is the set of all vertices whose paths to the root
must pass through v. That is, the progeny of v is the set of all of v’s sons, their sons, their
sons, etc. We say v is included in the set of its own progeny. Lastly, we say that a vertex
is celibate if it is the only degree-one vertex in its edge. If an edge has two degree-one
vertices, we choose exactly one of them to call celibate. In this way, every edge has exactly
one celibate vertex. During the decomposition, we will use the distinction between celibate
and non-celibate vertices to decide whether a single vertex should be added to P (as a
subhypertree) or to I (as an isolated vertex).
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Choose any vertex with degree at least two to be the root of T and
decide which vertices to call celibate. Create empty sets I, P , and E , which will be used to
store isolated vertices, subhypertrees, and stars (respectively) as T is decomposed.
We assign a proper coloring to V pT q in the following way. Color all celibate vertices
blue. Color the root red. For every remaining uncolored vertex, color it red if its father is
blue, and blue if its father is red. In this coloring, every edge has exactly one red and two
blue vertices. A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for a star to belong to E will be
that its center is red. This ensures that the centers of two stars are never adjacent vertices,
which will be important as we reassemble T in S.
To construct E , and with it P and I, repeat the following "sawing" procedure, each
iteration of which will remove one or more stars, subhypertrees, and isolated vertices from
T . What remains of T at the beginning of the jth iteration is called Hj, where H1 “ T .
To simplify the notation throughout the proof, we will drop the index j and will write
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vi “ vj,i, wi “ wj,i, and u “ uj, as well as bh “ bj,h, whenever it is clear from the context
that j is fixed.
(a) Let tbhu be a branch of Hj , where bh`1 is the son of bh that has the most vertices in
its progeny. Let bx be the last vertex in this sequence that has more than k vertices
in its progeny. If bx is red, let u “ bx. If bx is blue, let u “ bx`1. In either case, u is
red and has at least k´d
d´1 vertices in its progeny. We will "saw" around the vertex u.
(b) Let Ej “ ttvi, wi, uu, 1 ď i ď degpuqu be the star centered at u. Label the vertices
adjacent to u such that wi is the celibate vertex in each edge and v1 is the father of
u. Figure 1 shows how all of the vertices around u should be labeled. Add Ej to E
and let H 1j “ Hj rEj . Figure 2 shows as dotted triangles which edges are removed
to form H 1j.
(c) Removal of Ej from Hj results in some vertices and subhypergraphs in H 1j not
being connected to the root, as shown in Figure 3. Specifically, u is now isolated,
as are the celibate vertices wi, 1 ď i ď degpuq (because all celibate vertices of T
are originally contained in just one edge). Add these vertices u and wi to I.
(d) For i ě 2, the vertices vi are not connected to the root in H 1j. (Note that v1 is the
father of uj, so there is still a path from v1 to the root.) Let Pj,i be the connected
component containing vi for i ě 2, and add each Pj,i (even if it is just a single
vertex) to P .
(e) Define
Hj`1 “ H 1j r tuur twiudegpuqi“1 r tPj,iudegpuqi“2 .
That is, Hj`1 is the connected component of H 1j that contains the root. Figure 4
shows that after the isolated vertices and disconnected subhypergraphs are removed
from H 1j, we are left with a smaller hypertree still containing v1. This smaller
hypertree is Hj`1.
There are two cases that can cause this procedure to end. First, at some point the root
could be the only vertex with more than k vertices in its progeny, so the root becomes u. By
"sawing" around u and removing all of the isolated vertices and components not connected
to the root, we remove every vertex and edge. This completes the decomposition. In this
case, notice that the number of complete iterations performed of the sawing procedure is
e “ |E |, since exactly one star is added to E with each iteration. Second, at some point
there could be no vertex with more than k vertices in its progeny. If this occurs, add the
entire remaining tree Hj to P. In this case, notice again that the number of complete
iterations performed of the sawing procedure is e “ |E |. This implies the following fact.
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Fact 2.4. Either He`1 does not exist, or He`1 is a hypertree with at most k vertices and
is a member of P.
u
w2 v2 w3 v3 w4
v4
w1
v1
toward root
Figure 1. Hj with ver-
tices of star labeled
u
w2 v2 w3 v3 w4
v4
w1
v1
toward root
Figure 2. Hj, where the
edges of star EJ are the
dashed triangles
u
w2 v2
w3 v3 w4
v4
w1
v1
toward root
Figure 3. H 1j. The ver-
tices marked with an x will
be added to I. The subhy-
pertrees containing v2, v3,
and v4 will be added to P
v1
toward root
Figure 4. Hj`1, which is
the connected component of
H 1j containing the root
To prove (1) of Lemma 2.2, we recall that our choice of u in step (a) for j ď e implies
that all sons of u have at most k vertices in their progeny. These sons and their progeny
make up the vertex sets of the subhypergraphs that we add to P in step (d). This, along
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with Fact 2.4, represents the only two ways that subhypergraphs can be added to P . We
know then that
k ě |V pP q|, for any P P
which proves (1) of Lemma 2.2.
To prove (2), we need to show that very few of the vertices of T end up in I (and
therefore, most of the vertices of T will be in subhypertrees in P). For all j ď e,
|V pHjqr V pHj`1q| ą k ´ d
d´ 1 .
This is because in Hj , u has more than k´dd´1 vertices in its progeny, and none of the progeny
are in V pHj`1q. With each iteration of the sawing procedure, at most d` 1 vertices are
added to I: one for u and at most d for the celibate neighbors of u. The remaining vertices
in V pHjq r V pHj`1q must therefore be in an element of P (by step (d)), meaning thatř
PPP |V pP q| increases by at least k´dd´1 ´ pd` 1q with each iteration.
By Fact 2.4, if He`1 exists, one subhypertree is added to P and no vertices are added to
I. This implies that at the end of the decomposition,ř
PPP |V pP q|
|I| ě
k´d
d´1 ´ pd` 1q
d` 1 “
k ´ d
d2 ´ 1 ´ 1,
and since |I| `řPPP |V pP q| “ |V pT q| “ n, we have that
|I| ď
ˆ
d2 ´ 1
k ´ d
˙
n ď
ˆ
2d2
k
˙
n,
which is (2) of Lemma 2.2.
Now we establish (3) of the lemma. As described in step (d), for every subhypergraph
P P P, P contains at least one vertex vi. Each of these vi has a corresponding isolated
vertex wi that was placed into I in step (c). Therefore
|I| ě |P |,
proving (3).
Proving (4) is similarly clear. For every iteration of the sawing procedure, one star
is added to E (in step (b)), and at least one subhypertree is added to P (in step (d)).
Therefore
|P | ě |E |.
.
To find the minimum cardinality of P over all hypertrees on n vertices (and show (5)),
consider how many vertices of T are removed during a single iteration of the sawing
procedure. By step (c), 1 ` degpuq vertices are put into I. By step (d), řdegpuqi“2 |V pPj,iq|
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vertices are put into P. These vertices are divided between degpuq ´ 1 subhypertrees.
Therefore the number of vertices removed per subhypertree added to P is at most
1` degpuq `řdegpuqi“2 |V pPj,iq|
degpuq ´ 1 ď
1` degpuq `řdegpuqi“2 k
degpuq ´ 1 ď k ` 3.
Summing over all iterations of the sawing procedure, we get that
n
|P | ď k ` 3,
proving (5).
In order to verify (6), recall that by step (c), the only vertices added to I are of the form
wj,i and uj, for some i, j. For some vertex vj,i to be in I, vj,i would need to be the same
vertex as some uh. (vj,i is not celibate so it cannot be some wh,l.) By the coloring of V pT q,
uh is red. However, vj,i is blue, since it is adjacent to the center (red) vertex uj of star Ej,
and in the coloring no two red vertices are adjacent. Therefore vj,i R I. This completes the
proof of (6) and of Lemma 2.2.

§3. Searching for Disjoint Stars
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a Steiner triple system on m vertices. Then for any set of vertices
v1, v2, . . . , vc P V pSq, c ď d, there are spcq “ mc2`1 stars S1, . . . , Sspcq so that
(1) Sl “ ttvi, wplqi , uplqu, 1 ď i ď cu Ă EpSq is a star centered at uplq, for l “ 1, . . . , spcq.
(2) The sets Wl “ twplq1 , . . . , wplqc , uplqu, l “ 1, . . . , spcq, are pairwise disjoint subsets of
V pSq.
Proof. Fix any v1, v2, . . . , vc P V pSq. We prove the lemma by induction, in each step
constructing a new star. As a base case, we construct a set V p1q Ă V pSq of vertices that
may serve as the center up1q of the first star S1. Let
Q “ tu P V pSq : Dvi, vj such that tu, vi, vju P EpSqu.
The vertices of Q cannot be used as up1q. Set
V p1q “ V pSqr tv1, v2, . . . , vcurQ
and observe that
|V p1q| ě m´ c´
ˆ
c
2
˙
ą m´ pc2 ` 1q.
Select any vertex in V p1q and call it up1q. The vertex up1q and each vertex vi, 1 ď i ď c,
share an edge with some vertex wp1qi P V pSq. Each wp1qi is distinct from each vj, because
otherwise up1q would be in Q. The edges tvi, wp1qi , up1qu, 1 ď i ď c, form a star S1 in S.
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Now we consider the set
Qp1q “ tup1qij P V pSq : Dvi, wp1qj , i ‰ j such that tvi, wp1qj , up1qij u P EpSqu.
Note that |Qp1q| ď cpc´ 1q. If we attempted using up1qij P Qp1q as the center of some other
star, that star would contain the edge tvi, wp1qj , up1qij u, so two different stars would use the
vertex wp1qj . Excluding these vertices u
p1q
ij from the center of any future star Sl, l ě 2,
ensures that
V pS1q X V pSlq “ tv1, . . . , vcu
and so
W1 XWl “ ∅.
Set
V p2q “ V p1q rW1 rQp1q.
It follows that
|V p2q| ě |V p1q| ´ pc` 1q ´ cpc´ 1q ą m´ 2pc2 ` 1q.
Thus we have constructed one star S1 and the set V p2q such that any star Sl whose center
uplq is in V p2q will have Wl disjoint from W1.
Having completed the base case, we assume by induction that the stars S1, . . . , Sl´1 have
been constructed. We assume the set V plq has the property that for any star Sl whose
center is in V plq, Wl will be disjoint from W1, W2, . . . , Wl´1. We also assume inductively
that |V plq| ą m´ lpc2 ` 1q. Choose any vertex uplq P V plq to be the center of star Splq. For
each i, 1 ď i ď c, let wplqi be the unique vertex with tvi, wplqi , uplqu P EpSq. Observe that by
induction,
w
plq
i R
ď
kăl
V pSkq.
The edges tvi, wplqi , uplqu, 1 ď i ď c, form a star Sl in S, and
Wl X
˜ď
kăl
Wk
¸
“ ∅.
Let
Qplq “ tuplqij P V pSq : Dvi, wplqj , i ‰ j such that tvi, wplqj , uplqij u P EpSqu.
and set
V pl`1q “ V plq rWl rQplq.
For the same reason as in the base case, a star centered at any upl`1q P V pl`1q will intersect
each of S1, . . . , Sl precisely at v1, . . . , vc. By the inductive hypothesis,
|V pl`1q| ě |V plq| ´ pc` 1q ´ cpc´ 1q ą m´ pl ` 1qpc2 ` 1q. (3.1)
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This completes the induction.
We can continue forming new stars Sl from sets V plq in this way as long as V plq has at
least one vertex in it to become uplq. Therefore, by equation (3.1), we can construct at least
m
c2`1 stars. The same process can be conducted for any c-tuple, where c ď d, completing
the proof. 
§4. Selecting the Reservoir
Let P “ tP1, P2, . . . , Plu be an enumerated collection of hypertrees as formed by the
decomposition of T in Lemma 2.2, and I the set of independent vertices formed by the
decomposition. Consider
P “
lł
j“1
Pj (4.1)
as a forest consisting of (vertex-disjoint) members of P . Then
V pT q “ I Y V pP q.
Next we are going to randomly select a set R Ă V pSq and show that its properties allow
us to find T in S in such a way that I Ă R and V pP q Ă V pSqrR. We will call the set R
the reservoir.
Let a „ b mean that limmÑ8 ab “ 1.
Lemma 4.1. Let S “ pV,Eq be a Steiner triple system on m vertices, and let  ą 0 be
small. Then there exists a subset R Ă V and a hypergraph S˜ “ SrV rRs induced on the
set V rR that have the following properties.
(1) |R| „ m
(2) |V pS˜q| „ p1´ qm
(3) Any vertex v P V pS˜q has degpvq „ p1´ q2m2 in S˜.
(4) For any c-tuple of vertices in V pSq, where c ď d, at least rpcq “ c`1m2pc2`1q of the
disjoint sets Wl guaranteed by Lemma 3.1 lie entirely in R.
Proof. Consider a set R Ă V such that each vertex is chosen randomly and independently
with probability . We will use the following form of Chernoff bound (inequality (2.9)
in [7]). We will then fix an R that has all of the desired properties.
Theorem 4.2 ([7]). For δ ď 3{2 and binomially distributed random variable X,
P p|X ´ EpXq| ě δEpXqq ď 2 exp
ˆ
´δ
2
3 EpXq
˙
.
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For a reservoir R selected randomly as described above, the expected number of vertices
in R is m. Since vertices are selected independently in R, we can apply Theorem 4.2.
Almost surely the number of vertices chosen will be close to the expectation, so
|R| „ m and |V pS˜q| „ p1´ qm,
showing that (1) and (2) of the lemma hold with probability 1´ op1q.
Considering (3), note that any vertex v P V pS˜q has degree m´12 in S. For every edge
containing v in S, the edge contains two other vertices. The probability that each of these
vertices is in S˜ is 1´ , so the expected number of edges incident to v contained totally in
S˜ is p1´ q2m´12 . Again by Theorem 4.2, the degree of v in S˜ is close to the expectation, so
degS˜pvq „ p1´ q2m2 .
Finally we consider (4) of the lemma and fix any c-tuple tv1, . . . , vcu of vertices in S
for some c ď d. By Lemma 3.1, there are spcq “ m
c2`1 sets Wl, l “ 1, . . . , spcq, that are
pairwise disjoint. We need to show that c`1m2pc2`1q “ rpcq of these sets Wl are subsets of R.
Let Xl be the event that all c` 1 vertices of Wl are in R. Clearly PpXlq “ c`1, and if
X “
spcqÿ
l“1
IpXlq
(where IpXlq is an indicator random variable), then
EpXq “ 
c`1m
c2 ` 1 “ 2rpcq.
Since the sets Wl, 1 ď l ď mc2`1 , are disjoint, the events Xl are independent, so we may
apply Theorem 4.2 with δ “ 1{2. Then
P pX ď rpcqq ď 2exp
ˆ´rpcq
6
˙
.
So if Y “ Y pv1, . . . , vcq is the event that for a fixed v1, . . . , vc, there are fewer than rpcq
sets Wl in R, then the probability of Y is exponentially small in m (since rpcq grows with
m).
Consequently the probability of Y pv1, . . . , vcq happening for any choice of v1, . . . , vc
where c can be any integer between 1 and d is bounded by
dÿ
c“1
ˆ
m
c
˙
exp
ˆ´rpcq
4
˙
“ op1q.
Thus with probability 1´ op1q, for every c-tuple in V pSq, there are at least rpcq pairwise-
disjoint sets Wl contained in R.
Since with probability 1´ op1q, R has each of the four properties listed by Lemma 4.1,
we can fix a set R that has all four properties, completing the proof.
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
§5. Embedding the Subhypertrees
Let P be as defined in Equation 4.1.
Lemma 5.1. Let S˜ be an induced subhypergraph of a Steiner triple system S on m ě p1`
µqn vertices, such that |V pS˜q| „ p1´qm and every vertex v P V pS˜q has degpvq „ p1´q2m2 .
Then S˜ contains a copy of P .
Recall that
|P | “ l.
For the proof of Lemma 5.1, we find it convenient for l{k3k to be an integer, where k is as
in Lemma 2.2. If not, add isolated vertices to P (and to P ), increasing l, until k3k divides
l. If we can find a copy of this larger P in S˜, then surely we can find a copy of the original
P in S˜.
Consider a partition of P with each partition class Ci consisting of those members of P
that are pairwise isomorphic hypertrees. Let
Ti “ isomorphism type of Ci
and let
li “ |Ci|.
Denoting the number of isomorphism classes by t, then
tÿ
i“1
li “ |P | “ l.
Pólya (see [8] and [10]) showed an upperbound on the number of isomorphism classes of a
tree on k vertices. Specifically,
t ă 3k.
Recall that by assumption k3k ! n. Since n
k`3 ď l (cf. Lemma 2.2), we see that t ! l, and
in fact
t ă k3k ! l
for n large. In order to find the desired embedding of P in S˜, we will first consider a "small"
(with size independent of n) forest consisting of trees which form a "statistical sample" of
P . Next, we will find an almost perfect packing of vertex-disjoint copies of the small forest
in S˜. Finally, we will show that among the union of the copies of the small forest in S˜,
there is a copy of P , meaning P is a subhypergraph of S˜.
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Proof. We want to select a sampling of hypertrees from P that has representatives from
each partition class in proportion with the size of the class.
We first construct a forest consisting of about k3k hypertrees from P . Let
λi “
Qk3kli
l
U
,
so that if we were to choose k3k hypertrees randomly and independently from P , we would
expect about λi hypertrees of type Ti. Consider the forest
F “
tł
i“1
λiTi,
containing λi vertex-disjoint hypertrees from class Ti, i “ 1, . . . , t. Let
tÿ
i“1
λi “ λ ą k3k
be the number of connected components in the forest F . In the remaining part of the proof
we will show the following.
Claim 5.2. The hypergraph S˜ contains l
k3k vertex-disjoint copies of F .
Before we establish the claim, observe that the claim immediately implies Lemma 5.1.
Indeed by Claim 5.2, the number of vertex-disjoint copies of Ti in S˜ is
l
k3kλi “
l
k3k
Qk3kli
l
U
ě li
for each i “ 1, . . . , t. Since P contains exactly li vertex-disjoint copies of Ti, P is contained
in S˜. 
Proof of Claim 5.2. We look for vertex-disjoint embeddings of F in S˜. First, we establish
two upper bounds on the size of |V pF q|, which we denote by r.
Proposition 5.3. For |V pF q| “ r, the following holds.
(1) r ď kpk ` 4q3k, and
(2) r ď k3kn
l
`
1` µ2
˘
.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Recall that t ď 3k. By Lemma 2.2, |V pTiq| ď k, i “ 1, . . . , t, and
l “ |P | ě n
k`3 . Also, |V pP q| ă n. Then
r “
tÿ
i“1
λi|V pTiq| “
tÿ
i“1
Qk3kli
l
U
|V pTiq| ď k3
k
l
tÿ
i“1
li|V pTiq| `
tÿ
i“1
|V pTiq|
ď k3
k
l
lÿ
i“1
|V pPiq| ` kt ă k3
k
l
|V pP q| ` k3k ď k3
k
n{pk ` 3qn` k3
k
ď kpk ` 4q3k,
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which proves p1q of the proposition.
For the proof of p2q, we will first observe that l ď µn2 or equivalently that k3k ď k3
kµn
2l .
This follows from (2) and (3) of Lemma 2.2, which implies that l ď 2d2
k
n and from the
hierarchy Inequality 1.1 by which
2d2
k
ď µ2
for k ě k0pµ, dq. Now applying in part our estimate from the proof of p1q above, we infer
that
r ă k3
k
l
|V pP q| ` k3k ď k3
k
l
n` k3
kµn
2l ď
k3kn
l
´
1` µ2
¯
.

Now consider an auxiliary hypergraph A so that
V pAq “ V pS˜q, and
EpAq “ tR P `V pS˜q
r
˘
: S˜rRs contains a copy of F u. (‹)
In order to find vertex-disjoint copies of F in S˜, we look for a matching in A. To that end,
we wish to apply the following theorem, where the co-degree degApx, yq of any x, y P V pAq
is the number of edges shared by both x and y.
Theorem 5.4 ([4]). Suppose A is an r-uniform hypergraph on V which, for some D ą 1,
has the following two properties:
(1) degApxq “ Dp1` op1qq for all x P V , where op1q Ñ 0 as |V | Ñ 8.
(2) degApx, yq ă D{plog |V |q4 for all x, y P V .
Then A contains at least |V |p1´op1qq
r
pairwise disjoint edges.
Note 5.5. This theorem was subsequently extended and improved in a number of papers
(e.g. [1], [6], [9]), but for the purposes here, it is sufficient to use this form.
We will show the following result (which is proved on the next page), where
f “ |EpF q|.
Claim 5.6. There exists a constant c “ cpF q such that
D “ c|V pAq|λ`f´1
satisfies p1q and p2q of Theorem 5.4 for the auxiliary hypergraph A defined in p‹q.
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Thus by Theorem 5.4, there is a nearly perfect matching in A, implying a nearly perfect
packing of vertex-disjoint copies of F in S˜. Specifically Theorem 5.4 says one can pack at
least |V pAq|p1´ op1qq
r
vertex-disjoint copies of F into S˜.
To prove Claim 5.2, it remains to show that
|V pAq|p1´ op1qq
r
ě l
k3k .
Recall that  ! µ and |V pAq| ě p1´ qp1` µqn. By part (2) of Proposition 5.3, it follows
that |V pAq|p1´ op1qq
r
ě p1´ qp1` µqnp1´ op1qq
k3kn
l
`
1` µ2
˘ ě p1` µ2 qn
k3kn
l
`
1` µ2
˘ “ l
k3k .
Therefore there are l
k3k vertex-disjoint copies of F in S˜. 
For the proof of Claim 5.6, we formalize the definition of an embedding.
Definition 5.7. Let V pF q “ t1, 2, . . . , ru and let R Ă V pS˜q be a subset of V pS˜q with
labeled vertices tv1, v2, . . . , vru. We say a function ψ : F Ñ S˜ is an embedding of F into S˜
if ψpiq “ vi for i “ 1, . . . , r and if for all ti, j, hu P EpF q, tvi, vj, vhu P EpS˜q.
Proof of Claim 5.6. To count degApxq for any x P V pAq, we first count the number of
embeddings from F to S˜ that map some vertex in V pF q to x. Fix a labeling t1, 2, . . . , ru
of V pF q and fix any x P V pS˜q. Then let
Ex “ tψ : F Ñ S˜ such that there is some i P V pF q with ψpiq “ xu
be the set of all embeddings of F into S˜ where x is in the image of ψ. Let
Dx “ tR P
ˆ
V pS˜q
r
˙
: there exist ψ P Ex with ψpV pF qq “ Ru (5.1)
and see that
degApxq “ |Dx|.
In order to determine |Dx|, we will find the cardinality of Ex. With i fixed, consider all
embeddings ψ : F Ñ S˜ with iÑ x. For simplicity, first consider the case that F consists
of a single tree. Consider an ordering of the edges et P EpF q, t “ 1, . . . , f , satisfying
e1 “ ti, j, hu for some vertices j and h, and
|et`1 X
`Ť
sďt es
˘ | “ 1. (5.2)
Recall that by assumption, for all v P V pF q,
degS˜pvq „ p1´ q2m2 „ p1´ q
|V pS˜q|
2 .
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For edge e1, there are p1´ q |V pS˜q|2 edges incident to x in S˜ onto which to map e1. Choosing
one of these edges, say tx, y1, y2u, there are two ways to map ti, j, hu to tx, y1, y2u with
iÑ x. Therefore there are p1´ q|V pS˜q| ways to map e1 into S˜. For t ą 1, one vertex of
et has already been mapped into S˜. Consequently, similarly as in the t “ 1 case, there
are p1 ´ op1qqp1 ´ q|V pS˜q| ways to embed et for t “ 2, . . . , f into S˜. Therefore we have
p1 ´ op1qqp1 ´ qf |V pS˜q|f embeddings with i Ñ x. Since i can be chosen in r “ |V pF q|
ways, if F is a simple tree,
|Ex| „ rp1´ qf |V pS˜q|f . (5.3)
Now consider F as a forest of λ disjoint trees. As above, map some vertex i to x and
embed all of the edges in the same component of i into S˜. For each of the other λ ´ 1
components of F , embed one of its vertices to some unused vertex in S˜. There are
p1´ op1qq|V pS˜q|λ´1 (5.4)
ways to choose these vertices. As with the first component, map the rest of the edges of F
into S˜ to form an embedding of V pF q to some subset R Ă V pS˜q. Combining 5.3 and 5.4,
we infer that
|Ex| „ rp1´ qf |V pS˜q|f`λ´1. (5.5)
Some embeddings ψ in Ex may map onto the same vertex sets but different edge sets in
S˜. In order to find degApxq, we make sure that each vertex set R with x P R inducing a
copy of F is counted precisely once. To this end, let
Rx “ tψ P Ex : there exists ψ1 P Ex with ψpV pF qq “ ψ1pV pF qq but ψpEpF qq ‰ ψ1pEpF qqu.
For any ψ, ψ1 P Rx, there must be some edge in S˜rψpV pF qqs not in ψpEpF qq, because this
edge is in ψ1pEpF qq. In the following claim, we show that Rx makes up a small portion of
Ex by counting how many embeddings in Ex induce no extra edge in S˜. This implies that
the number of embeddings ψ for which there is a ψ1 with the property above is negligible.
Claim 5.8.
|Ex rRx| „ |Ex|
Proof. The argument will be similar to that of the proof of 5.5 with one additional constraint.
In order to determine |Ex r Rx|, fix i and consider all ψ P Ex r Rx with i Ñ x. First
consider the case that F consists of a single tree. As before, consider an ordering of the
edges et P EpF q as in 5.2. For edge e1, there are p1 ´ q|V pS˜q| ways to map e1 into S˜
with iÑ x. For t ą 1, similarly as before, one vertex of et has already been mapped into
S˜. To choose which two vertices in S˜ to map the other two vertices of et to, we have
to avoid creating an unwanted triple in the image of F : i.e. a triple ta1, a2, a3u Ă V pF q
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with ta1, a2, a3u R EpF q while tψpa1q, ψpa2q, ψpa3qu P EpS˜q. By avoiding unwanted edges,
S˜rψpV pF qqs will equal ψpEpF qq. For any two vertices a1, a2 with
a1, a2 P
t´1ď
s“1
es,
these two vertices have already been mapped into S˜ with the first t´ 1 edges. We need to
select the image of the remaining two vertices of et different from the vertex b P V pS˜q for
which tψpa1q, ψpa2q, bu P EpS˜q. Since there are at most
`
r
2
˘
pairs a1, a2, at most
`
r
2
˘
vertices
b in S˜ are forbidden to be selected. Since by Proposition 5.3 r ď kpk ` 4q3k ! |V pS˜q|,
there are still p1´ op1qqp1´ q|V pS˜q| ways to embed et for t “ 2, . . . , f into S˜. As before,
since i can be chosen in r ways, if F is a tree,
|Ex rRx| „ rp1´ qf |V pS˜q|f .
If F is a forest, then again proceed as before. When mapping the first vertex of each
component into S˜, we still must avoid creating unwanted edges in S˜. The number of
vertices that are forbidden to be selected here is still small though, because the number of
components λ ! |V pS˜q|. Then as before, if F is a forest,
|Ex rRx| „ rp1´ qf |V pS˜q|f`λ´1 „ |Ex|.

It still may be that for two distinct embeddings ψ, ψ1 P Ex rRx, the images ψpV pF qq “
ψ1pV pF qq and ψpEpF qq “ ψ1pEpF qq. Fix any copy of F in S˜. For each labeling of V pF q
that gives an automorphism of F , there is a distinct embedding ψ P Ex onto the copy of F .
Let the number of hypergraph automorphisms of F be called |AutpF q|. Then there are
|AutpF q| distinct embeddings in Ex onto any fixed copy of F . Since Dx counts unlabeled
sets containing x that induce a copy of F , we infer that
|Ex rRx|
|AutpF q| ď |Dx| ď
|Ex|
|AutpF q| .
This along with Claim 5.8 and Equation 5.5 implies that
degApxq “ |Dx| „ rp1´ q
f |V pS˜q|f`λ´1
|AutpF q| ,
proving p1q of Claim 5.6 with
c “ rp1´ q
f
|AutpF q| .
To find degApx, yq for any x, y P V pAq, proceed as before. Let
Ex,y “ tψ : F Ñ S˜ such that there are some i, j P V pF q with ψpiq “ x and ψpjq “ yu
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be the set of all embeddings of F into S˜ with iÑ x and j Ñ y. Let
Dx,y “ tR P
ˆ
V pS˜q
r
˙
: there exist ψ P Ex,y with ψpV pF qq “ Ru (5.6)
and see that
degApx, yq “ |Dx,y|.
To find the cardinality of Ex,y, we follow the same procedure as for Ex, except that some
vertex in F must be mapped to y by all ψ P Ex,y. Fix some i, j P V pF q and first count the
embeddings ψ P Ex,y with iÑ x and j Ñ y. Consider two possible cases.
Case 1) Suppose j is in the same component of F as i. Call the component Ci. As before,
give an ordering to the edges et P EpCiq such that
e1 “ ti, g, hu for some vertices g and h, andˇˇ
et`1 X
˜ď
sďt
es
¸ ˇˇ “ 1.
Let ej be the first edge in the order that contains j as a vertex, so ej “ ta, b, ju for
some vertices a and b. For edge e1, as before, there are p1´ q|V pS˜q| ways to map e1
into S˜ with iÑ x. For 2 ď t ă j, similarly as before, there are p1´op1qp1´q|V pS˜q|
ways to map et into S˜. For ej, either a or b has already been assigned an image
in S˜, and since j Ñ y, there is only one way to map ej into S˜. For et, t ą j, once
again there are p1 ´ op1qp1 ´ q|V pS˜q| ways to map et into S˜. Embed the other
λ´ 1 components of F into S˜ as before, so all f edges are mapped into S˜. Then
there are p1´ op1qqp1´ qf´1|V pS˜q|f`λ´2 embeddings with iÑ x and j Ñ y. Since
i and j can be chosen in rpr ´ 1q ways,
|Ex,y| „ r2p1´ qf´1|V pS˜q|f`λ´2.
Case 2) Suppose j is not in the same component of F as i. Map the component containing
i as before, with i Ñ x. Next map the component containing j in the same way,
with j Ñ x. For each of the other λ´ 2 components of F , embed one of its vertices
to some unused vertex in S˜. There are
p1´ op1qq|V pS˜q|λ´2 (5.7)
ways to choose these vertices. As with the first two components, map the rest of
the edges of F into S˜ to form an embedding of F . Since each edge of F can be
mapped to S˜ in p1´ op1qqp1´ q|V pS˜q| ways, and since there are rpr ´ 1q ways to
choose i and j, applying 5.7 we infer that
|Ex| „ r2p1´ qf |V pS˜q|f`λ´2. (5.8)
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In either case,
|Ex,y| À r2p1´ qf´1|V pS˜q|f`λ´2. (5.9)
By the same argument that showed
|Dx| „ rp1´ q
f |V pS˜q|f`λ´1
|AutpF q| ,
it can be shown that
degApx, yq “ |Dx,y| À r
2p1´ qf´1|V pS˜q|f`λ´2
|AutpF q| .
Since |V pS˜q| “ |V pAq| „ p1´ qm by assumption, and since r is bounded by a fixed value
by Proposition 5.3,
degApx, yq ă c|V pAq|
f`λ`1
plog |V pAq|q4
for the same value of c as above. This proves p2q of Claim 5.6. 
§6. Proof of Theorem 1.5
Proof. Let T by any subdivision tree on n vertices of bounded degree d and let S be any
Steiner triple system on m ě np1` µq vertices, where n is large. Fix constants  and k so
that they fit in the hierarchy described in Inequality 1.1. Specifically, choose k so that
k ě 8d
5
d`1
. (6.1)
First, recall that Lemma 2.2 guarantees a decomposition of T into families with certain
properties. Namely, T is decomposed into a set P of subhypertrees, a set E of stars, and a
set I of independent vertices.
Second, recall that Lemma 4.1 guarantees a subset R Ă V pSq called the reservoir with
certain properties. Let
S˜ “ SrV pSqrRs.
Third, let P be as defined in Equation 4.1. Lemma 5.1 guarantees that there is a copy
of P in S˜, so that the hypergraph embedding
f : P Ñ S˜
exists.
Finally, it remains to show that E and I can be embedded in S in such a way that the
original configuration of T is restored. Recall that a star Ej P E has the form
Ej “ tvj,i, wj,i, uju where 1 ď i ď cj “ degpujq.
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To simplify the notation throughout the rest of the proof, we will drop the index j and
will write vi “ vj,i, wi “ wj,i, u “ uj , and c “ cj when referring to vertices of Ej , whenever
it is clear from the context that j is fixed.
To embed the stars belonging to E , first take the star E1 “ tvi, wi, uu, 1 ď i ď c.
Referring to Figure 5, recall how the vertices of a star are labeled. By (6) of Lemma 2.2,
w1, w2, . . . , wc, u P I, and
v1, . . . , vc P V pP q,
so the vertices vi already have an image in S by f . Specifically, all fpviq are in S˜. By
Lemma 3.1, for the c-tuple of vertices fpv1q, . . . , fpvcq, there are at least spcq “ mc2`1 stars
of the form
Sl “ ttfpviq, wplqi , uplqu, 1 ď i ď cu, l “ 1, . . . , spcq
in S such that the sets
Wl “ twplq1 , . . . , wplqc , uplqu, l “ 1, . . . , spcq
are pairwise disjoint subsets of V pSq. Further, Lemma 4.1 guarantees that at least
rpcq “ c`1m2pc2`1q of the sets Wl lie in the reservoir R. As an example, Figure 6 shows just two
such sets W1 and W2, where a dashed line segment represents a hyperedge in S.
Choose the star S1 to be the image of E1. Specifically, extend the homomorphism f by
letting
fpuq “ up1q, and
fpwiq “ wp1qi , 1 ď i ď c.
Now the subhypertrees in S containing fpv1q, . . . , fpvcq are connected by fpE1q in the same
way they were connected originally in T .
Repeat the above procedure for each Ej . Instead of mapping Ej to S1 each time, choose
a star Sl such that no vertex of Wl is already in the image of f . (We show below in
Claim 6.1 that it is always possible to find such a star Sl.) Extend f so that it maps Ej to
Sl. Now the subhypertrees in S containing fpv1q, . . . , fpvcq are connected by fpEjq in the
same way they were connected originally in T .
After this process has been completed for all Ej P E , all stars of E have an image in S
by f . Consequently, by (6) of Lemma 2.2, all vertices of I have also been embedded into S.
Then
fpT q Ă S,
completing the proof.

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u
w2 v2
w3 v3 w4
v4
w1
v1
Figure
5. The dashed
edges of star
Ej are removed
during de-
composition
fpv2q fpv3q fpv4qfpv1q
W1 W2
R
up2q
up1q
Figure 6. The dashed edges of each
star Sl are where Ej can be mapped to.
Note that all vertex sets Wl are disjoint
Claim 6.1. There exists some star Sl in S onto which to embed Ej, such that none of the
vertices of Wl has been used yet.
Proof of Claim 6.1. By Lemma 3.1, there are rpcq stars Sr in S onto which to embed Ej.
If for any i ă j,
fpV pEiqq XWr ‰ ∅,
then Sr cannot be the image of Ej.
|fpV pEiqq XR| ď d` 1,
so there are at most pd` 1qpj ´ 1q stars Sr that cannot be the image of Ej , because one of
their vertices is already used in the image of some Ei.
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Still, there were originally rpcq “ cj`1m2pc2j`1q stars Sr from which to choose. Recall that
d ě c, |E | ě j, and m ě n. Also, combining several parts of Lemma 2.2,ˆ
2d2
k
˙
n ě |E |.
Using these facts, Inequality 1.1, and 6.1,
rpcq “ 
cj`1m
2pc2j ` 1q ě
d`1
2pd2 ` 1qn ě pd` 1q
2d2
k
n ą pd` 1qp|E | ´ 1q ě pd` 1qpj ´ 1q.
So there will always be at least one set Wj such that for all i ă j,
fpV pEiqq XWl “ ∅.
Map Ej onto the star Sj containing Wj. 
§7. Concluding Remarks
Note that problems of finding large matchings in Steiner systems has been extensively
studied. For some of these results, see Chapter 19 of [3]. The best current bound on
the size of such a matching is due to Alon, Kim, and Spencer [1], who proved a more
general result implying that any Steiner triple system on m vertices contains a matching of
size pm{3q ´ cm1{2plnmq3{2 where c ą 0 is an absolute constant. Likely one could extend
Theorem 1.5 along similar lines giving a better numerical bound on parameter µ as a
function of m.
As another possible extension one could study a problem of embedding hypertrees into
other designs. In our opinion the most interesting question is whether Conjecture 1.3 is
true. In other words, does any Steiner triple system on m vertices contain all hypertrees
with m ´ opmq vertices? Note that the main evidence for stating Conjecture 1.3 is our
inability to find a counterexample. We close with the following likely easier variant of
Conjecture 1.3
Conjecture 7.1. Let d be a fixed constant. Then any Steiner triple system on n vertices
contains all hypertrees with maximum degree ď d and n´ opnq vertices.
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